R3 Review Criteria

March 02, 2020
Akraino Release 3 Acceptance Criteria

› Same acceptance criteria as in Release 1 and 2 for Self-Certification plus the requirement to pass validation tests specified by validation feature project for those releases that have been in R1 and R2
  › This additional requirement demonstrates community’s continued focus on the mission to provide complete, tested and production deployable Blueprints meeting the use case characteristics

› Same criteria as in Release 2 for Mature projects
  › Must be validated in 2 labs
  › Must pass the mandatory tests specified by validation feature project
  › Must pass tests specified by security sub-committee
  › Must provide necessary and sufficient user and developer documentation
TSC Review of Blueprints for R3 Release

› A pre-requisite for scheduling TSC review is completing Documentation Sub-committee review, and CD Logs review

› CD Logs review will be conducted by a team comprising of TSC Chair, TSC Co-Chair, Sub-Committee Chairs and PTL of the Blueprint under review starting mid of April

› PTLs must upload their CD Logs URL, link to one page executive-level description of their blueprint, date they will be ready for TSC review, by updating the table in the link below https://wiki.akraino.org/display/AK/Release+2+Planning

› Blueprints will be reviewed for R3 eligibility according to a new proposed criteria

› Final list of approved blueprints for R3 will be published end of May, 2020
Automating CD Logs Upload in LF Nexus

› Blueprints are required to demonstrate automated upload of their CD logs to LF Nexus

› Link below has details on how to Push Logs to Nexus
  https://wiki.akraino.org/display/AK/How%3A+Push+Logs+to+Nexus